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"I finally got a
chance to
purchase and

read your
book (Build a
Rental
Property
Empire). It
was easy to
read and
practical and
pragmatic -
and I liked it

enough to
give a copy to
my son who is
just starting
out with his
real estate
investing and
also to two of
my investor
clients as
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closing gifts."-
SharonLearn
the best way
to invest in
rental
properties in
this 300 plus
page book
written by real
estate
investor Mark
Ferguson
(owns more
than 100,000
sqft of
rentals). This
book gives
you the exact
details on how
to finance,
find, analyze,
manage, and
even sell
rental
properties.
Where other
books lack the
details on how
to actually
make money
in real estate,
this book is all

about the
details. It is
written by
someone who
has been
investing in
real estate for
over 15 years
and is still
investing
today. If you
are having
trouble
figuring out
how to find
the right
properties,
how to finance
them, where
to buy
properties, or
how to buy
with little
cash, this
books tells
you how to
overcome
those
obstacles. If
you can't find
your answer in
the book,

Mark even
gives away his
email address
where you can
ask him
directly. Mark
is a successful
rental
property
owner, fix and
flipper and
real estate
broker. Mark
has sold over
1,000 houses
as a broker,
flipped over
155 houses,
and owns his
own office
Blue Steel
Real Estate.
Mark bought
his first rental
property on
his own in
December
2010 and now
has 19 rentals
(commercial
and
residential).
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He has fix and
flipped houses
since 2001
and been a
real estate
agent since
2001 as well.
Over the
years, he has
learned the
best way to
find rentals,
get great
deals, manage
properties,
finance
properties,
find great
markets and
build wealth
with rentals.
In this book,
Mark gives
you all the
information
you need to
be a
successful
rental
property
investor. Mark
also started

Investfourmor
e.com, a real
estate blog
with over
35,000
subscribers
and millions of
visitors. He is
known for his
straight to the
point writing
that is easy to
understand
and full of
insight. This
book is not full
of theories
and made up
stories. It
contains real-
world case
studies and
information on
investing from
an investor
actively
investing in
today's
market
(2017). Here
are just a few
of the topics

covered: ·
Why rental
properties will
help you retire
faster than
other
investments·
The risks of
investing in
rentals· How
to determine
what a good
rental
property is·
How to
determine
what type of
rental to buy·
How to get a
great deal on
properties·
How to
finance
rentals, even
if you have
more than 4
or more than
10· How to
invest in
rentals with
less cash· How
to repair and
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maintain
properties·
How to
manage
rentals or find
a property
manager·
What are the
best exit
strategies·
How to buy
rental
properties
when your
market is too
expensiveThis
book has been
revised a
number of
times to
reflect current
market
conditions and
changes in
Mark's
strategy.
Build a Rental
Property
Empire
Createspace
Independent
Publishing

Platform
On the
surface, being
a landlord
seems pretty
simple-you
buy property,
find renters,
and the
money rolls in.
However, as
all too many
people have
found out, it
takes an
incredible
amount of
know-how and
hard work in
order to be
successful at
it. Idiot's
Guides:
Making Money
with Rental
Properties is
written by
experts who
have made
the mistakes,
learned the
lessons, and

have become
highly
successful at
spotting
properties
with high
rental
potential,
buying them
at the right
price and
time, and
finding
tenants who
pay on time
and stay for
the long haul.
Readers will
learn not only
how to spot
the right
neighborhood
and property,
but how to
buy it, when
not to buy it,
how to find
the right
tenants, how
to manage the
money flow,
and more. In
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addition,
readers will
learn what to
do when
things go
wrong, what
legal
protections
they (as well
as the
tenants) have,
and how to do
it all without
going broke
and losing
their minds in
the process.
Making Money
with Rental
Properties
Biggerpockets
Publishing,
LLC
THE ULTIMATE
BEGINNER'S
GUIDE TO
RENTAL
PROPERTY
INVESTING IN
THE POST-
PANDEMIC
MARKET

INCLUDES 8
HOURS OF
ONLINE REAL
ESTATE
COURSES
FROM THE
AUTHOR +
MULTIPLE
FREE REAL
ESTATE
INVESTING
TOOLS - FREE!
Do you want
to learn how
to leverage
rental
property
investment to
produce
lasting passive
income,
achieve
financial
freedom,
create
freedom of
time, and
build true
wealth? Have
you purchased
rental
property

investment
'training' with
so-called
'gurus' and
come away
with a lighter
bank account
and no clear
path to rental
property
investing
success? If so,
look no further
than Rental
Property
Investing
QuickStart
Guide, the
most
comprehensiv
e, practical,
beginner-
friendly rental
property
investing book
ever written.
Owning rental
property is the
best way to
generate a
passive
income
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stream,
period. While
other
investment
vehicles may
come and go,
rental
property
investing has
stood the test
of time. Direct
real estate
investments-
and the
income
generated by
rental
properties-
play a major
part in minting
millionaires on
a regular
basis. Not only
do rental
property
owners enjoy
positive cash
flow in the
form of rents
paid, but each
of the
properties

they own
appreciates in
value. With
tax-
advantaged
profits and a
high degree of
control over
your
investments,
rental
property
investing is an
attractive and
streamlined
approach to
wealth
creation. In
Rental
Property
Investing
QuickStart
Guide,
bestselling
author, course
instructor, real
estate
investor, and
veteran
consultant
Symon He
breaks down

everything
that aspiring
real estate
investors need
to know to
build a
thriving rental
property
portfolio. With
over 300,000
students in
nearly 180
countries and
a bestselling
real estate
investing book
under his belt,
Symon knows
exactly what
new investors
need to get
right, what
they should
avoid, and
how they can
protect
themselves
from risk on
their rental
property
investing
journey.
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Successful
rental
property
investors
enjoy lasting
financial
freedom.
Whether you
are a
complete
beginner or
want to grow
an existing
rental
property
portfolio, with
Symon's
expertise at
your disposal
you can
accelerate
your rental
property
investing
journey and
live the life
you deserve!
The Economist
ClydeBank
Media LLC
How
Beginners Are

Making A
Fortune
Flipping
Houses Have
you ever
thought about
getting into
real estate?
Does the idea
of making
thousands of
dollars for
flipping a
house sound
good to you?
When it
comes to real
estate many
people think
they need
years of
experience or
large startup
funds. But the
truth is… You
just need the
write
information.
The new book
‘Flipping
Houses For
Beginners’ is

going to teach
you
everything
you need to
know to not
only get
started, but to
thrive. You will
learn: • How
to find the
right house •
How to make
a great deal •
Problems and
pitfalls to
avoid • How
to get the best
bang for your
buck • How to
make a killing
with each flip
The majority
of people will
think about
something like
flipping house.
They will
imagine the
endless
possibilities
and finally
living their
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dream life.
Only to let
fear and doubt
creep in and
overcome. But
those who
push forward
and take
action any?
They reap the
rewards and
live life on
your terms.
Take charge
of your life
and learn a
powerful new
money
making skill
today. Order
this book for
fast, proven
and effective
results.
Ski Simon and
Schuster
The Book on
Managing
Rental
PropertiesBigg
erpockets
Publishing,

LLC
The
Apartment
Owner Aron
Smith
With more
than 350,000
units sold
worldwide,
this fan-
favorite will
show you
every
strategy, tool,
tip, and
technique you
need to
become a
millionaire
rental
property
investor.
The National
Real Estate
Journal
princeton
alumni weekly
No matter
how great you
are at finding
good rental
property

deals, you
could lose
everything if
you don't
manage your
properties
correctly! But
being a
landlord
doesn't have
to mean
middle-of-the-
night phone
calls, costly
evictions, or
daily
frustrations
with
ungrateful
tenants. Being
a landlord can
actually be
fun IF you do
it right. That's
why Brandon
and Heather
Turner put
together this
comprehensiv
e book that
will change
the way you
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think of being
a landlord
forever.
Written with
both new and
experienced
landlords in
mind, The
Book on
Managing
Rental
Properties
takes you on
an insider tour
of the Turners'
management
business, so
you can
discover
exactly how
they've been
able to
maximize
their profit,
minimize their
stress, and
have a blast
doing it!
Inside, you'll
discover: - The
subtle mindset
shift that will

increase your
chance at
success 100x!
- Low-cost
strategies for
attracting the
best tenants
who won't rip
you off. - 7
tenant types
we'll NEVER
rent to--and
that you
shouldn't
either! - 19
provisions that
your rental
lease should
have to
protect YOU. -
Practical tips
on training
your tenant to
pay on time
and stay long
term. - How to
take the pain
and stress out
of your
bookkeeping
and taxes. -
And much

more!
108-1
Hearings:
Departments
of Veterans
Affairs and
Housing and
Urban
Developmen
t, and
Independent
Agencies
Appropriatio
ns For 2004,
Part 2, 2003,
* Createspace
Independent
Publishing
Platform
Would you like
to use
QuickBooks as
a property
management
software? Are
you managing
properties and
charging
property
owner a
management
fee? Are you
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collecting rent
and deducting
expenses on
behalf of the
property
owner? If you
answered yes
Property
Manager,
Residential
Property
Management
for Managers:
QuickBooks
Desktop book
you want to
set up a
company file
to handle
property
management,
including how
to receive and
track rent
from tenants,
pay property
owners,
reserve funds,
and
management
companies,
fees,

overhead,
property
charges for
property
maintenance
and all
accounting
functions.
Your purchase
includes a
download for
a QuickBooks
File
customized
setup,
preferences,
chart of
accounts,
items and
over 100+
memorized
reports just for
your property
management
business
managed by a
property
manager. You
will have
access to
QuickBooks
property

management
training videos
24/7 via our
portal,
checklist,
flowcharts and
step by step
instructions.
These process
and
procedures
work best if
you are a
property
manager who
needs to track
multiple small
to medium to
large sized
properties. If
your property
management
business
comprises
several large
properties,
multiple
residential
complexes, or
business
offices (with
no CAM
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charges) this
book is for
you. Contact
us with unique
situations not
specified in
the step by
step
instructions.
GET STARTED
TODAY with
Residential
Property
Management
for Managers:
QuickBooks
Desktop.
Vacation
Rental
Success
Biggerpockets
Publishing,
LLC
You'll need to
wear many
hats in the
business of
property
management:
advertiser/pro
moter (in
seeking

tenants), host
(in showing
your
property),
handyman (in
keeping up
with and
arranging
repairs),
bookkeeper
(in
maintaining
records), and
even
counselor (in
dealing with
tenants and
their
problems). But
Property
Management
For Dummies
will help you
maintain your
sense of
humor – and
your sanity –
as you deal
with these
challenges
and more. You
may become

an
unintentional
property
owner –
someone who
inherited a
house from a
relative and
didn't want it
to sit idle, or
someone who
transferred to
a job in
another city
and decided
to rent your
home rather
than sell it – or
you may have
entered the
world of
property
ownership
intentionally.
Either way,
real estate
offers one of
the best
opportunities
to develop a
steady stream
of residual
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income.
Property
Management
For Dummies
is organized
by specific
topic areas, so
you can easily
and quickly
scan a topic
that interests
you, or you
can
troubleshoot
the source of
your latest
major
headache.
You'll discover
how to
Evaluate your
skills and
personality to
see whether
you have what
it takes to be
a landlord
Keep your
units occupied
with paying
tenants who
don't destroy

your property
Move in your
new tenants
and move
them out –
and
everything in
between
Assemble the
right team of
professionals
to help you,
from
employees to
contractors
Insure your
property and
understand
the taxes that
go with it Look
for additional
sources of
income
beyond rent,
including the
opportunities
and pitfalls of
lease options
While many of
life's lessons
can be
uncovered by

trial and error,
property
management
shouldn't be
one of them –
the mistakes
are too costly
and the legal
ramifications
too severe. In
this book,
you'll find
proven
strategies to
make rental
property
ownership and
management
not only
profitable but
pleasant as
well.
The Landlord
Entrepreneur
The Book on
Managing
Rental
Properties
Converting
residential
property to
vacation
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rentals is the
great secret to
creating real
estate wealth,
and you can
learn how!
Short term
rentals can
profoundly
change the
math of real
estate
investing, and
author and
successful
owner Joel
Rasmussen
will show you
the way. As
the President
and founder of
one of North
American's
largest
vacation
rental owners
associations,
Rasmussen
has seen the
best and worst
practices first
hand, and

condenses
that
knowledge
into a no-
nonsense
book "packed
with advice
from some of
the smartest
people in our
industry. Joel
is a seasoned
guide who is
ready and
willing to show
you the way,"
- Brian
Sharples, CEO
and co-
founder of
HomeAway,
Inc. the
world's largest
online
vacation
rental site.
Joel will help
you get in on
the ground
floor of an
industry that
is growing

exponentially
every year.
Vacation
Rental
Success is the
definitive
handbook for
those who are
considering
short-term
property
rentals either
as an
additional
source of
income, or the
platform to
redesign your
lifestyle. This
first book in
the Vacation
Rental
Success series
shows you
everything
you need to
know to go
'From Start to
Profit'.
Residential
Property
Management
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for
Managers
Penguin
The American
Dream has
shifted...Not
long ago,
Americans
were bent on
home
ownership.
Most viewed it
as one of their
great life
goals and
their largest
investment.
No more.
Almost
overnight, the
demographics
have shifted.
For an
increasing
number of
Americans of
all ages and
backgrounds,
renting is in,
and home
ownership is
out.

Experienced
commercial
real estate
investors
know that the
risk profile,
returns and
tax benefits of
large scale
multifamily
are virtually
unmatched.
Unfortunately,
access to
these
investments is
unavailable to
most
investors. The
author takes
you on a
journey
through his
surprising
discoveries
about the
power of this
unique asset
class. The
Perfect
Investment
teaches you...

The secrets
used by the
super-wealthy
to attain and
maintain their
wealth over
generations
(and why
you're not
invited to their
party). Why
multifamily
investing
scored 460%
better than
the stock
market on a
key risk vs.
reward ratio.
Why investing
in flips, single
family rentals,
and small
apartments is
a not a path to
multi-
generational
wealth for the
vast majority
of people.
Why US
demographics,
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the economy,
and the fallout
from the last
recession
have caused
the perfect
storm for the
success of this
asset class.
How
multifamily
investors
"partner" with
the IRS to
reap
significant
profits while
paying
virtually no
taxes. (Your
CPA may not
know these
tax codes, but
you need to!)
"The Perfect
Investment is
extremely
compelling. So
much so, that
as soon as I
finished
reading the

book, I
contacted Paul
and said, "I'm
in!" As an
early stage
entrepreneur
that is always
swinging for
the fences on
high-risk,
high-growth
startups, this
is a much-
needed
wakeup call to
balance my
investment
strategy with
the highest
return/lowest
risk
investment
available. Well
done, Paul!"-
Wade Myers,
Chairman of
RealManage
(an Inc 5000
tech-enabled
real estate
management
firm), tech

entrepreneur
and investor,
and Harvard
MBA and case
study author
"Paul Moore
has written a
terrific book
for real estate
investors, new
or
experienced.
He explains
the benefits
and provides a
detailed but
concise
pathway
based upon
personal
experience
and in easy to
understand
language. A
great
recommendati
on for getting
started in
commercial
real estate
investment."-
Allen Smith,
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Vice President
Investments,
Marcus &
Millichap (top
10 US
commercial
brokerage
with $33B in
annual sales)
"The book is
very
impressive
and complete.
It goes beyond
the basics and
informs
investors of all
of the
opportunities,
and pitfalls, of
investing in
real estate.
The ability for
a potential
investor, at
any level of
sophistication,
to go to one
location to
access
information
about

investing in
multifamily
real estate is
very unique." -
Rick Graf,
President &
CEO, Pinnacle
Property
Management
Services (top
5 US property
management
firm with
146,000
apartment
units under
management)
"As an
investment
advisor I am
always
seeking
investments
that will
compliment
the portfolio of
a family or
individual
looking to
grow their
wealth without
taking

extraordinary
risks. In this
book, Paul
builds a strong
case for why
multifamily
housing
provides a
highly
attractive risk
to reward
ratio on an
investment
you can
actually touch
and see!" -
Micah Spruill,
Managing
Partner,
Aurora
Investment
Advisors "The
Perfect
Investment is
a great
introduction
for anyone
looking to
venture into
commercial
multifamily
investing.
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Paul's
approach
during each
step of the
process is well
defined and
thoroughly
explained. A
perfect guide
for the perfect
investment."-
Neal Golden,
Vice Chairman
and Texas
Regional
President of
Newmark
Grubb Knight
Frank (top 3
US
commercial
brokerage-
$100B in
annual sales)
The Perfect
Investment
Mango Media
With Spencer-
Smith's hands-
on know-how
and dramatic
shift in how to

view tenants,
you'll be able
to better
navigate this
challenging
field. After
implementing
his step-by-
step model,
you'll be
confidently
making the
margins and
eliminating
headaches.
Ski
From the
author of the
real estate
investment
bible Buy It,
Rent It, Profit!
comes a fresh
guide to teach
new and
aspiring
landlords how
to go from
managing a
single rental
property to
successfully

managing a
large rental
portfolio. In
his first book,
real estate
expert Bryan
Chavis
created the
ultimate how-
to guide for
buying and
managing
rental
properties,
with practical,
realistic ways
to build
lasting, long-
term wealth.
Now, he takes
his acclaimed
program one
step further.
The Landlord
Entrepreneur
shifts the
focus from
dealing
exclusively
with
residential
real estate to
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building a
dynamic
property
management
business. By
following the
step-by-step
instructions in
this new
guide, anyone
can create a
fully
functioning,
professional
property
management
company in
only ten days.
With Chavis’s
modern take
on real estate,
you will learn
the five
phases of
property
management
and the skills
needed to
successfully
move through

them—as well
as the hacks
and tricks to
build your
profitable
business from
the ground up.
Full of smart,
practical
business
advice, The
Landlord
Entrepreneur
is the only
guide you
need to
become a
successful
property
manager in
today’s real
estate market.
Property
Management
For Dummies
Housing and
Planning
References
Housing
Finance

Opportunity
Act and Denial
of Tax
Exemption to
Certain Bonds
Guaranteed
by Federal
Agencies
New
National
Real Estate
Journal
Flipping
Houses For
Beginners
Real Estate
Record and
Builders'
Guide
Departments
of Veterans
Affairs and
Housing and
Urban
Developmen
t, and
Independent
Agencies
Appropriatio
ns for 2004
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